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ticipated vaccine rollout. What workers 
are prioritized in the distribution, 
which vaccines will likely be available 
and how should HSRs be involved in the 
process? We also look at the incitement 
charge used against a refugee activist
in Melbourne and the implications a 
guilty verdict could have for broader 
worker organising. 

we.are.workers.solidarity@gmail.com

MUA v VICT

EBA negotiations at VICT have stalled 
with VICT management failing to endorse 
uncontentious clauses of the agree-
ment. The result is a total 100% vote 
by workers to endorse protected action 
over the key issues of 12 hour shifts 
without breaks and pressure for workers 
to find their own replacements when 
they request their leave entitlements. 
The Union seeking better rosters and 
working hours along as well as wage 
parity with other sites and guarantees 
of transitions for VICT workers from 
casual jobs to permanency. The Union is 
demanding VICT’s CEO, Tim Vandercampen, 
pick up the phone and call the MUA’s 

National President, Will Tracey.
 
The protected action started with a 3-hour 
stoppage on Tuesday 16 February. Following 
a further 12-hour stoppage on Friday 19 
February, VICT has now applied to the Fair 
Work Commission to have all further indus-
trial action by their workers suspended for 
a period of 3 months, including a further 
36-hour stoppage running from Sunday 20 to 
Monday 21 February. This is despite the stop-
pages receiving the unanimous of all VICT 
workers.
 
The VICT site at Webb Dock in Melbourne is 
one of the most automated sites in Australia. 
The MUA has been able to increase its mem-
bership from the low base of 2 to almost 
100% coverage over the past year.

Asbestos neglect on North East Link site
 
The CFMEU Victoria’s Construction & General 
Division is continuing to uncover major 
safety breaches on the State Government’s 
North East Link road construction site, 
the biggest current construction project 
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Fran Mckechnie
Australian Services Union Vic/Tas, Workplace 
delegate, member of Unionists for Refugees

How long have you been a union member?

All my working life – since at least 1983.

Why did you join the union?

Strength and unity. My father was a strong 
union member on the waterfront. What really 
left an impression on me was the nurses’ 
strike under Irene Bolger when I was work-
ing as a nurse assistant. It opened my eyes 
to how the union could stand up for workers 
even though it felt like our backs were 
against the wall.

What’s your best memory/story about being 
in the union movement?

During the nurses’ strike I was nervous about 
what was going to happen and repercussions. 
But then I felt I was involved in this col-
lective and it was really reassuring. The 
work delegates were there not just to lead 
the fight but to support the workers in house.

What’s the most important issue facing the 
union movement today?

There are so many. What the government is 
trying to take away with its IR Bill. I know 
the refugee issue isn’t important to all mem-
bers but it’s important to me. The inhuman 
treatment that has been dished out to these 
innocent men, women and children is beyond 
belief. The union has always been there for 
the voiceless and that’s what we need to do.

Why should people join their union?

There’s strength in numbers. We can’t leave 
it up to others to change anything within 
the workplace – it’s that old saying, if not 
you, who; if not now, when.

in Victoria (see ‘CFMEU vs CBP Contractors’ 
in Issue 31). The North East Link project 
has been contracted-out to Spanish-owned 
CPB Contractor. After CPB’s own commis-
sioned hygienists (ADE Consulting Group) 
gave a certificate of clearance to a works 
area, supposedly confirming it was clear of 
asbestos, CFMEU officials found more asbes-
tos clearly there upon inspection. 

CPB’s hygienists and their Asbestos removal 
company, Asbestos Australia, have also 
prevented the site’s workers from using 
decontamination units at the end of shifts 
as per OH&S guidelines – relegating them to 
only using the second-class, corner-cutting 
safety provision of using wet wipes and 
bottles instead.
 
The CFMEU’s discovery of these infrac-
tions resulted in the project coming to a 
standstill and closing the gates. The situ-
ation would appear to be another scandalous 
indictment of the fraud of ‘Public-Private 
Partnerships’, which rip-off the taxpayers, 
the public consumers and the workers who 
build vital public infrastructure & ser-
vices alike. The union has said they “will 
continue to fight for better safety and 
conditions of all workers.”

TWU & OHS for Truck Drivers

The first major survey of truck driver health 
reveals shocking problems in Australia’s 
most common job for men, with over 80% of 
drivers overweight or obese, one in five 
suffering from depression, over 70% living 
with chronic pain and almost a third with 
multiple chronic health conditions.

“The economics at the top of our industry is 
creating the dynamics which result in poor 
health for drivers and high death rates of 
drivers and other road users. The financial 
squeeze by major retailers, manufacturers 
and oil companies which continually demand 
lower cost contracts from transport oper-
ators, results in an industry continually 
under pressure and subsisting on tight mar-
gins. This is the reason for the long hours, 
the stress and the injuries that drivers 
experience. Now that the evidence is abun-
dantly clear just how badly this impacts on 
drivers, we urge the Federal Government to 
act,” TWU National Secretary Michael Kaine 
said.

The survey of almost 1,400 drivers is part 
of a three-year study by Monash University 
- the Centre for Work, Healtn & Safety in 
partnership with the TWU and Linfox.

The Philippines

The President of the union for dock work-
ers, Nagkakaisang Manggagawa sa Pantalan 
Incorporated (NMPI), Leonardo Escala, was 
murdered on 7 February by unidentified 
assailants. Escala was with his four-year-old 
niece on the Sunday evening when unidenti-
fied assailants shot them multiple times 
before speeding off on a scooter. According 
to the police report, Escala later died in 
hospital, and his niece is undergoing med-
ical treatment. The ACTU expressed outrage 
and dismay at the murder. “This appears to 
be yet another case of a trade unionist in 
the Philippines killed by extra-judicial 
violence because he stood up for workers,” 
said Michele O’Neil, ACTU President.

In a letter directed to the Filipino 
Secretary of the Department of Labour and 
Employment Ms O’Neil wrote: The Australian 
union movement stands in solidarity with 
unions in the Philippines against persistent 
attacks, violence, harassment, and murder. 
We will continue to campaign for justice for 
Filipino trade unionists and closely monitor 
the human and trade union rights situation 
in your country.

“We believe that COVID-19 vaccines are 
going to be rolled out in the near 
future - and that some workers/work-
places will be designated ‘priority’ 
and will be receiving them first. What 
can you tell us about this?”

You are right - there is a lot hap-
pening in this ‘space’ at the moment. 
Firstly, it’s important to know that 
in Australia all vaccines will be free 

of charge. Discussions between the States 
and Federal Health departments have taken 
place to identify priority groups who will 
be first in line to get vaccinated. These 
considerations include occupation.

The first category, 1A - those facing the 
highest risk of infection - is likely to 
include the following:

• Hotel quarantine workers 

• Airport workers 

• Front line health workers 

• Workers involved in the vacci-
nation program 

• Private aged care workers and 
residents

If there are contractors on these sites, 
they too need to be invited to receive the 
vaccination.
  
Employers of Category 1A workers have already 
received notification that they will be 
asked to identify and nominate workers who 
will then be sent an invitation to register 
for the vaccination. Workers then need to 
contact the service delivering the vaccine 
to make an appointment.

Workers and others who will be in the next 
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COVID-19, 
Vaccines and 

Workers

The Worker’s Solidarity Bulletin is a living 
document written to reflect what is hap-
pening within the labour movement, here in 
Australia and across the world. The produc-
ers of this publication, and participants 
in Workers Solidarity more broadly, don’t 
necessarily endorse or agree with all of the 
views in this publication. This is a place 
for debate and discussion.

See something you disagree with? Not seeing 
something you think we should talk about? 

Write to us with your thoughts at:
workers.solidarity@gmail.com
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government document: Australia’s CoVID-19 
Vaccination and Treatment Strategy. 

Are the vaccines approved by the TGA safe?

There are many people who are concerned 
about the safety of these vaccines, partic-
ularly given the speed with which they have 
been developed, tested and approved. 

How the developers of all the vaccines have 
saved time on the trials, in order to get 
vaccines out quickly, is not on the safety 
trials, but rather the parts that have been 
foreshortened are the trials on checking 
and determining what the optimum doses are.
 
The role of the TGA is to ensure safety: it 
has been working, and will continue to work, 
with its international counterparts, shar-
ing information on vaccine clinical trials, 
manufacturing and safety. It does this thor-
oughly before approving the vaccines. The 
government also has a comprehensive moni-
toring and surveillance plan so that any 
vaccine provided to Australians will be mon-
itored to ensure ongoing safety.

We are also lucky in that many other countries 
have already commenced large vaccination 
programs, and we are getting results. There 
have been only 47 anaphylactic reactions 
in 10 million Pfizer vaccinations already 
administered, and only 19 reactions in 7.5 
million Moderna vaccines. 

These are very low rates: given the number 
of infections and COVID-related deaths and 
the fact that in countries where the vaccine 
rollout has begun there has been a fall in 
the rate of infection and death, the advice 
is that in order to control this pandemic, 
we must immunise as much of the world pop-
ulation as quickly as possible. 

Will it be mandatory for workers to be 
vaccinated?

At this stage at least, neither the state nor 
federal governments are making it mandatory 
for anyone to be vaccinated. And this is how 
it should be as there is still insufficient 
evidence of the extent to which the vacci-
nations prevent a person being infectious.
 
It is possible individual employers may 
introduce a policy making the vaccine 
mandatory. Such a decision must follow con-
sultation with the workforce, the HSR and 
relevant unions, and a thorough assessment 
of the risks. A requirement to vaccinate 
may be disproportionate in many workplaces. 

If there are concerns about this, HSRs and 
workers should contact their Union.

A recent case at the Fair Work Commission 
(Glover v Ozcare [2021] FWC 231) has some 
relevance to this issue. 

In January of this year, a worker was per-
mitted to pursue a claim that her employer, 
Ozcare, unfairly dismissed her by placing 
her on indefinite unpaid leave for declin-
ing to receive a flu vaccination, which the 
employer mandated for the COVID-19 pandemic.
The background is that the 64-year-old worker 
had declined the annual employer-provided 
influenza vaccination for 10 years, as she 
had suffered anaphylaxis immediately after 
receiving such a vaccine in the Philippines 
when she was seven.

In April last year, Ozcare advised her that 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic it had updated 
its immunisation policy and she was now 
required to be immunised against the flu.

The worker again refused and the employer 
placed her on paid leave, telling her she 
posed a significant risk to its aged care 
clients and was unfit to attend work. However, 
the worker’s paid entitlements ran out in 
October and at this point she claimed she 
had been unfairly dismissed. She told the 
Commission that her employer’s health and 
safety duty of care included not forcing her 
to be immunised when this posed a signif-
icant risk to her health. She claimed she 
could work safely with clients by using PPE 

vaccine are administered 12 weeks apart, 
then the effectiveness increases to 90 per 
cent in preventing mild to moderate dis-
ease, and 100 per cent in preventing severe 
disease. This is great news as the Pfizer 
vaccine must be kept at  -70°C±10°C, com-
pared to the Astra vaccine, which needs 
to be kept at between 3 and eight degrees 
Celsius. We are also going to have many more 
Astra vaccines. 

The Australian government has purchased 10 
million doses of the Pfizer vaccine, but 
this is manufactured overseas and these doses 
will not arrive all at once. Information 
from Victoria’s DHHS is that this state is 
expected to receive 11,000 doses from late 
February, doubling for second dose 3-4 weeks 
after that.

With the AstraZeneca being manufactured by 
CSL in Melbourne, there will be many more 
doses available: 3.8 million imported and 
50 million locally manufactured. Of these, 
it is expected that up to 250,000 doses per 
week will be available for Victoria. 

This means that the majority of Australians 
are likely to be vaccinated with the 
AstraZeneca vaccine. It is also likely that 
the Pfizer vaccine will be used for those 
in Category 1A. 

However, there is another problem: due to 
the fact that the Astra trials had few people 
over 65 who were actually infected, the 
figures for efficacy in older people is not 
known. And so, in its approval of the Astra 
vaccine, the TGA noted that the ‘decision 
to immunise an elderly patient [with Astra] 
should be decided on a case-by-case basis, 
with consideration of age, co-morbidities 
and their environment.”

So those over 65 should get the Pfizer vac-
cine to be absolutely sure of the efficacy.  
It is very likely, though, that both vac-
cines are effective in the over 65s – we 
just don’t have the evidence yet.

Of course, all these issues raise further 
questions regarding equity and access to 
the best vaccines. 

The Victorian government has some infor-
mation on the vaccine program on the DHHS 
website, which will be updated as more 
information is known. The information on 
Australia’s vaccination strategy, including 
information on the approval process, the 
rollout strategy as it stands currently, 
and much more can be found in a Federal 

categories, 1B and 2A, are still being 
finalised. However, 1B is likely to include:

• Emergency service workers 

• Correctional services (workers 
and inmates) 

• Workers in the meat and poultry 
industries

• Other health care workers

• Those at high risk such as adults 
over 80 years of age (and then those 
between 70 and 79); Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people over 
55 years of age, and younger adults 
with underlying medical conditions

Yet to be finalised is whether Correctional 
Services (workers and inmates) will be in 
Category 1B.

Advice for HSRs: If you work in one of these 
industries, or in one that is potentially in 
1B, then go to your employer now and remind 
them that they need to consult with you and 
the other HSRs when putting together the 
list of workers to be included in the list.

What vaccines will workers be receiving?

To date, the Therapeutic Goods Administration 
(TGA) has approved the Pfizer/BioNTech and 
AstraZenica vaccines, and is considering 
the NOVAVAX vaccine. 

The Pfizer vaccine appears to be the more 
effective of the two approved, with 95 
per cent effectiveness, compared to the 
AstraZenica one, which seems to be 62 per 
cent effective. 

However, it has also been discovered that 
if the standard two doses of the AstraZeneca 

“The role of the TGA 
is to ensure safety: 
it has been working, 
and will continue to 
work, with its inter-
national counterparts, 
sharing information 
on vaccine clinical 
trials, manufacturing 
and safety”
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Incitement 
Charge a Danger 

for Workers’ 
Movement

When Chris Breen posted a Facebook event 
for the Refugee Action Collective (RAC) 
in March last year he didn’t anticipate 
he would end up spending nine hours in 
the cells of Preston police station.

But on the morning of Good Friday, 10 
April 2020, he was arrested at his home. 

Police seized not only his mobile phone and 
computers but his teenage son’s laptop. By 
the time he was released from custody that 
evening he was facing a charge of incitement.

Chris is a high school teacher, a workplace 
delegate for the Australian Education Union 
and a member of the AEU state council. He 
has also been an active member of RAC for 
the best part of a decade.

The Facebook event was for a car convoy to 
drive around the Mantra Bell City hotel on 
Bell Street in Preston a number of times, 
to raise the morale of more than 60 refu-
gees locked up there and draw attention to 
their situation.

The refugees were all men who had been 
brought to Australia from Nauru and Papua 
New Guinea in previous months under the 
now-repealed Medevac Act. 

They had already suffered almost seven years 
in detention because of the Australian gov-
ernment’s refusal to allow refugees who 
arrived by boat from 19 July 2013 to settle 
in Australia.

Many of them had developed physical and 
mental health conditions that could not be 
treated in Nauru or PNG. The Medevac Act said 
that if doctors deemed it necessary, refugees 
could be brought to Australia for treatment.

By March 2020, as the COVID-19 pandemic 
hit, few in the Mantra had received even 
basic medical care. Now they were trapped 

in a “vertical cruise ship” – locked up on 
the third floor, in their rooms 23 hours a 
day and with windows that opened just a few 
centimetres for fresh air.

Supposedly this was to protect them from 
the virus but Serco guards were constantly 
in their personal space, including “security 
checks” in the middle of the night – and the 
guards rotated in and out of the building 
on shifts, making the chance of an officer 
introducing the virus to a sick and trapped 
refugee population all too real.

RAC activists had been calling for the men 
to be freed from their first arrival but 
the COVID crisis made the issue even more 
urgent. RAC decided to hold the car convoy 
on Good Friday.

It was completely COVID-safe. Everyone was 
to stay in their cars at all times, with 
a maximum of two people from a household 
in a car, in line with health directions. 
There was no plan to stop – just drive laps 
around the hotel with slogans on cars and 
horns tooting.

This was a time when wearing masks was 
not compulsory and shops were open. If you 
got in your car and drove to Bunnings for 
a wander around, you were legal. But the 
police treated the convoy very differently.

Chris was arrested and didn’t take part 
in the protest. Thirty other RAC activists 
were issued fines of $1652 each for sitting 
in their cars as the police ran a breath-
test style operation – except every car got 
pulled over.

The fines totalled almost $50,000 and most 
people are contesting the fines in court 
later in coming months.

It was a cynical and hypocritical use of 
police powers to crush dissent and send a 
message that thanks to the pandemic, the 
cops ruled the streets.

In the name of enforcing “health directions”, 
the police operation ignored the fact that 
detention was (and is) a health risk, while 
a car convoy was not.

Chris faced court on 27 January and 10 
February and is back in front of a magis-
trate on 17 March for final legal arguments 
and the verdict.

If he is found guilty of incitement, it could 
affect his job. 

Just as worryingly, a guilty verdict would 
undoubtedly encourage Victoria Police to 
charge more activists with incitement, a 
little-know clause in the Crimes Act 1958.

Paragraph 321G of that law states that:

Where a person in Victoria or else-
where incites any other person to 
pursue a course of conduct which 
will involve the commission of an 
offence by—(a) the person incit-
ed;(b) the inciter; or(c) both the 
inciter and the person incited—if 
the inciting is acted on in accor-
dance with the inciter’s intention, 
the inciter is guilty of the 
indictable offence of incitement.

This is a threat to every union activist 
who has ever organised a picket, a rally 
or a strike. 

If the police say that workers are commit-
ting an offence, the delegate, organiser 
or official who made the speech, sent the 
email or posted the Facebook event could be 
charged with incitement.

That is why unions have been at the forefront 

“If the police say 
that workers are 
committing an 
offence, the dele-
gate, organiser or 
official who made 
the speech, sent 
the email or posted 
the Facebook event 
could be charged 
with incitement.“

and taking other safety precautions.

Fair Work Commissioner Jennifer Hunt rejected 
employer Ozcare’s claim that the care assis-
tant had not been dismissed, finding its 
refusal to roster her on after she no more 
paid leave entitlements basically ended the 
worker’s employment.

“It is clear that [the worker] no longer 
can meet what [Ozcare] states [are] the 
inherent requirements of the position,” the 
Commissioner said. She stressed that it 
was “not inconceivable” that in the coming 
months more employers would make obtaining 
influenza vaccinations, and COVID-19 vac-
cinations when they became available, an 
inherent requirement of workers’ roles.

“It may be that a court or tribunal is 
tasked with determining whether [an] employ-
er’s direction [to this effect] is lawful 
and reasonable, however in the court of 
public opinion, it may not be an unreason-
able requirement. It may, in fact, be an 
expectation of a large proportion of the 
community,” the Commissioner said.

The outcome of this case will be closely 
monitored and could affect whether employ-
ers will be able to mandate the COVID-19 
vaccination for their employees. 

Note: The VTHC OHS team is currently plan-
ning a Live Show on the COVID-19 vaccines, 
which will cover the planned roll-out, the 
different vaccines, how this will be organ-
ised and more. They will have two experts 
from DHHS Victoria who will be able to answer 
questions on the vaccines themselves, how 
these will be administered, and the staged 
roll out. 

The date has not yet been finalised, but 
will be announced on the We Are Union OHS 
Facebook page: facebook.com/ohsreps

http://facebook.com/ohsreps
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(Online via Zoom)
Third Thursday of every month
Next meeting 11 March, 6PM
workerssolidarity.org.au

Free the Refugees Daily Protests
Hosted by Stand Together for 

Justice Weekdays 5pm, Weekends 3pm 
701 Swanston St, Carlton VIC
More information on facebook 

Info Night: Campaigning for Climate 
and Environmental Justice in 2021
Hosted by Friends of the Earth Melbourne
Tue 2 March, 6pm
Edinburgh Gardens, Fitzroy North, VIC
More information melbournefoe.org.au

Screening: Brazen Hussies (for IWD)
Hosted by the AEU
Tue 2 March, 6pm
Cinema Nova, Carlton VIC
More information on facebook

National Day of Protest: End Indefinite 
and Arbitrary Detention of Refugees
Hosted by Refugee Action Collective
Fri 5 March 6pm
State Library of Victoria (facebook 
event here) Kangaroo Point Central 
Hotel, QLD (facebook event here)

International Women’s Day
Monday 8 March
Check social media for local marches 
and events

Seminar: Why Capitalism Needs Sexism
Hosted by Green Left
Tue 9 March 6:30pm
Resistance Centre, Level 5, 407 
Swanston St, VIC
Or online via zoom, link here
More info on facebook

Palm Sunday Rallies (Online and 
In-Person)
Hosted by Australian Medical Students’ 
Association’s (AMSA) Crossing Borders
Sun 28 March
More information on facebook

of the RAC defence campaign, with motions 
of support from:

• Maritime Union of Australia
• United Workers Union
• Australian Education Union, 
Victoria 
• Health and Community Services 
Union (HACSU)
• CFMEU Construction & General 
Division, VIC/TAS 
• NTEU, Victoria
• ETU, Queensland and NT 
• Ballarat Regional Trades and 
Labour Council
• Hume Central Secondary College 
AEU (Chris’s workplace)
• RMIT University NTEU branch 
committee
• Federation University NTEU branch 
committee

When Chris appeared in court on 27 January, 
delegations from the AEU, NTEU and HACSU 
joined the solidarity protest outside the 
courts, with a message of support from 
the MUA. On his second appearance, on 10 
February, there were banners from his AEU 
sub branch and the CFMEU.

Standing up for refugees is union business 
and so is opposing police standover tactics. 
That’s why all workers should be demanding 
the charge against Chris is dropped.

How you can help

There will be a solidarity speak-out when 
Chris returns to court on 17 March. Rally 
from 9am at Melbourne Magistrates’ Court, 
233 William Street, city. Bring union flags 
and banners.

Send your support for the defence campaign –
even better, get your union to endorse it. 
More info at: rac-vic.org

Join the next major rally for refugees: 
Palm Sunday, 28 March. Check for details 
at: facebook.com/palmsundaywalk 

Get involved with RAC: facebook.com/racvic 
or Unionists for Refugees: facebook.com/
unionists4refugees 

David Glanz is an activist with Refugee 
Action Collective, Solidarity and is a 

member of the MEAA.
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